**Holder and Sponge**

**Prices for new products**

- **pattern roller:** from 15,- EUR incl. 19% VAT
- **special patterns:** 50,- EUR incl. 19% VAT
- **holder:** 35,- EUR incl. 19% VAT
- **sponge:** from 15,- EUR incl. 19% VAT
- **tank roller:** 49,- EUR incl. 19% VAT
- **Set with 1 pattern:** 79,- EUR incl. 19% VAT
- **Set with 5 patterns:** 185,- EUR incl. 19% VAT

Historical patterns available!

**Order adress**

Tobias Ott - strukturwalzen.de
Theaterstrasse 10
D-95028 Hof (Germany)

++49 - 92 81 - 784 156

www.strukturwalzen.de

---

**Set 1 - „Standard“**

including 1 holder, 1 sponge and 1 pattern roller of your choice

- width of the pattern roller: ~15 cm
- width of the sponge roller: ~15 cm
- max. with of the holder: ~21 cm
- min. with of the holder: ~15 cm

**Set 2 - „Vielroller“**

including 1 holder, 1 sponge and 5 pattern roller of your choice

**sponge rollers in different sizes**

15cm one piece short for ring pattern rollers
15cm or 20cm one piece or 15cm more piece

**plus shipping costs**
This patterns are cheaper, machine made pattern rollers from China with a plastic core. 1 piece costs **15 EUR** (incl. VAT plus shipping)
The special and the fake wood patterns are only available in a limited edition. Only one piece for each order. Price per pattern: 50 EUR (incl. VAT plus shipping)
1. **Check the materials**

You'll need holder and sponge, the pattern roller, water based paint, paint brush, old newspapers and some cover material.

2. **Preprocessing ground**

Paint the ground or the wall with a base color and let dry the paint.

3. **Inking the sponge**

The sponge (or inking roller) must be inked with paint for the pattern. You can use a brush to ink the sponge constantly. Pattern and sponge have no contact at this time.

4. **Make a test print**

Make a test print on some old paper or wallpaper to get the feeling for the tools. During rolling the sponge is pressing against the pattern and transfer the paint to the pattern and then to the wall.

5. **Roll your wall**

Roll your wall with constant pressure from top to down. Depending on the ceiling height the sponge must be reinked after 1-2 lines.

6. **Cleaning**

Please clean holder and sponge soon only with with warm water and maybe some soap. Don't let dry the paint and only use water based colors. Don't use chemical dissolvers!